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CHAPTER I
PROBLEM AND DEFINI TION OF TERMS USED
The elerentary school has a very real responsibility
for inculcating good study and research sk ills in its pupils .
Unless t hey have a foundation in study skills it is futile to
expect them to succeed in the more difficult study demand s in
hi gh school and college .
For efficiency in these skills a planned program is
necessary .

A haphazard, now and then approach will produce

only haphazard results .

Too many pupils go through school

hand:i:-capped by poor development of these skills .

THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem .

It is the purpose of this

study to gather data concerning (1) the content of basic study
and research skills , (2) the related skills needed, (3) the
instructional procedures to develop efficiency in the use of
the skills, and (4) ways to measure the results of teaching
and learning these skills .
Importance of the study .

Skills in study and research

are helpful in most study activities .

The child who knows how

and why to use them is better equipped to do independent study
than is the child who does not think of doing these things or
is not as skillful if he does do them .

The child who fails to

2

develop such skills will be handicapped in his reading in the
content fields during the school years and also as an adult.
A child who is limited in any of these skills is a specific
reading difficulty in reading and will not be able to use the
printed page effectively .
Sources Q.f. data .

Information for the study was se-

cured from periodicals, previous research studies, educational
publications on reading, language arts or some special phases
of these subjects .
Limitations of the study.

This study is limited to a

synthesis of related research gathered from a review of literature.

The writer administered one test to the pupils in the

class and made a profile of the results .
DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
Directing .

The process or processes used to guide a

course of action .
Study skills .

Abilities needed to secure and criti-

cally appraise facts, knowledge and information .
Research .

Any systematic search for understanding,

limited to a particular subject that has for purposes of investigation been cast in problematic form and formally defined .
Elementary school .

The beginning of public education

usually consisting of grades 1 through 6 or grades 1 through 8.

3
PLAN FOR THE STUDY

The preceding chapter gave a statement of the problem,
the importance of the study, sources of data, and definition
of terms used .
Selections from many sources containing data on the
subject have been recorded in Chapter II .
Chapter III contains a discussion of the content and
method of the study skills such as locating information, using
general references and using visual materials .
The nature of research skills and the contribution of
language training to research skills are discussed in Chapter
IV .
Related skills such as listening, comprehension and
imagery, critical thinking , and organization are discussed in
Chapter V.
Chapter VI presents a summary of information and conclusion of the study .
A bibliography has been placed at the end of the study
for checking references used to secure data .

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Much has' been written about the skills in this study
particularly in publications on reading and language arts,
although they are not widely taught in our schools today.

Be-

cause of the necessity for certain limitations brief quotes
are recorded.
Dawson, 1 presents five kinds of study skills in which
every student from the primary grades through college, must
become proficient for success with school.
students should develop are:

The skills which

(1) selecting and evaluating in-

formation with reference to a particular problem or purpose;
(2) organizing what is read according to the task at hand; (3)
remembering what is read after a decision has been made regarding those parts which should be retained; (4) following
directions and locating information.
Hildreth says, "Elementary pupils require training
and considerable supervision at first to make the best use of
the dictionary. 112
Training in all these skills is discussed as a part
of reading instruction by Betts.3
1M. A. Dawson and others, Fundamentals .Qf Basic Instruction (New York: Longman and Green, 1959), p. 220.2Gertrude Hildreth, Teachi~ Reading
Henry Holt and Company, 1958), p. 99.
tion

(New York:

3Emmett Albert Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruc-

(New York:

American Book Company, 1°§5'7).

Dallman says:
Training in dictionary skills should be highly functional and closely related to the everyday reading needs
of the pupils. Direct, systematic training is necessary
until pupils have a thorough understanding of the help a
dictionary can give. Pupils also need s~ficient practice to make them adept at using that help. They need
to learn when to t~rn to the dictionary instead of to
some other source.
Pupils should be habituated to the use of maps and to
the continual consideration of geographic elements and factors in the story of human affairs.5
My Weekly Reader 6 has a grade-by-grade program for
the teaching of map skills and related graphic representations of information.

This program begins with. picture read-

ing and map readiness in the primary grades and continues
with map skill exercises, globe, table, and graph reading in
the intermediate grades.
Brueckner and Bond7 have listed the basic study skills
as

abilities in locating information, using gene ral references

and using visual material and organizing.
Bond and Bond say:

'1artha Dallman, "Our Friend the Dictionary," The
Grade Teacher, (November, 1957), 48-49.
)froward Wilson and Miller R. Collings, "Education for
International Understanding," The Fifty-Sixth Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1957) , p. 241.

6

.

.
Eleano~ M. Johnson 1 ll Ste s to Reading Success (Ohio:
American Education Publications,
19 9), p. 31.
7
Leo J. Brueckner and Guy L. Bond The Diagnosis and
Treatment of Learning Difficulties (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1955).

3

6

As the child progresses through the primary reading
materials he not only develops considerable ability in
certain study skills, but also develop readiness to
learn other skills which will be ~ntroduced to him as
he becomes a more mature student .
Adams and Gray9 discussed the appraisal of study
skills.

They suggest that a variety of evaluative tech-

niques may be employed to determine at which points improvement in study skills may or should be made .
Hildreth states that:
Pupils need to learn about the structure of books,
table of contents, chapters, use of the index, glossary,
footnotes, abbreviations and symbols in footnotes. The
teacher acquaints children with the way books are or anized, the nature and purpose of the preface, the table
of contents, the index, chapter and paragraph headings,
tables~ graphs~ pictorial material, glossary and footnoteslu
·
From studies made by Tidyman and Butterfield,11 the
study of indexes and bibliographies involve both reading and
writing.

In reading the pupil uses the index or table of

contents to locate information on a given topic; and he uses
bibliographic lists to locate information from promising
sources of material .

In written work, he prepares an index

or table of contents of material in a comprehensive record,
8Guy L • Bond and Eva Bond~ Teaching the Child To Read
(New York: Macmillan Company, 19,0), p . 2 7.

Read

9Faye Adams and Lillian Gray, Teaching the Child To
(New York: Ronald Press, 1949), p . 307 .

lOH
ildreth, Q.ll. • cit., p . 497 .
11
.
Willard F . Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, Teaching the Language Arts {New York: McGraw-Hill, 1958), p . 251 .
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report, or summary such as an informational summary of a unit
in the social studies, a bird book, a class book or class
magazine, a pleasure reading guide in a library unit or newspaper.
Harris 12 concisely related that it is often possible
for an author to present a large amount of material clearly
in visual form by means of a map, a graph, a chart or a table.
Harris further states, "Teaching children how to interpret these efficient aids to understanding is the responsibility of the teacher in each subject field in which they
are used. 111 3
Many elementary school children are fortunate to have
libraries .

They are more fortunate if they can use them not

only as a source for securing books and magazines and other
references, but for developing a functional knowledge of
skills needed to use the library wisely and well .
Dallman says that:
Skill in using a library can be developed through
answering questions, completion, or multiple-choice
about a sample library call card; choosing which of two
or three suggested topics would be most helpful in locating information to answer a list of questions; keeping a simple bibliography of the references used during
a unit activity• seeing how many titles one can find
by one ' s favorite topic; locating materi~ls in a classroom card file or school material file .1 4
12Albert J . Harris , How to Improve Reading Ability
(New York: Longman and Green;-1§1+7), p . 393 .
1 3Ibid . , p . 394.
1 ½iartha Dallman, "The Development of Locational
Skills," The Grade Teacher, (January, 1958) •

8

Audio- visual aids are numerous in our reading material.

The child begins with pictures that are familiar .

Many of the texts now used in the elementary school gradually
becomes abstract .

Particular is this true in the content sub-

jects such as geography, history, science and health, said
McKim. 1 5
Harris says, "Graphical representations of various
types are being increasingly used and more definite provisions are being made for teaching the interpretation of common types of graphical representation . 1116
Dallman says that pupils should learn the meaning
and use of:
The card catalog, its arrangement and value; the
three most common types of library cards--the title
card, the subject card and the author card; the arrangement of the books on the shelves and placement of magazines in the library. 17
McKee1 8 points out that there are, of course, several
school situations in which the student needs to know how to
7

make a bibliography.

Gathering references to use in the at-

tack upon a given problem , recommending books, stories and
magazines to other children and compiling a bibliography for
1 'Margaret McKim , Guiding Growth in Reading (New
York: Macmillan Company , 1955) , p . 144.
16
Harris, .Q]_ . cit ., p . 395.
1
7Dallman, 2:Q. • cit . , p . 96 .
18Paul McKee , Language in the Elementary School
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1954-) .
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a familiar problem to be used in the future by another class
are typical.
Strickland states that:
Notetaking is an essential part of gathering material for a report, a discussion, an article for the
school newspaper, or perhaps as a record of ideas one
wishes to include in creative writing. Fifth grade
children can begin to distinguish between main and subordinate points and put their material in simple outline form. In the mean while, fourth grade children
can learn to list essential points preparatory to learning to outline.19
When outlining and summarizing are used by children
as helpful tools for organizing and giving to othersinformation and ideas, there should be little danger of procedures
becoming to students the rigid formalized instruments which
they have too often been considered. 20
The National Council of Teachers of English

21

suggests

that the use of reference books and children's encyclopedia
begin in the nineth, tenth and eleventh year.

They should note

how packed with information such content is because of limitation of space and understand what slow careful reading it demands.

Comparison of the presentation of such character as

Miles Standish in James Daugherty's "The Landing of the
19

Ruth G. Strickland, The Language Arts in the Elementary School (Boston: D. c. Heath and Company, 19553"; p. 271.
20

c~cile White and Grace L. Aldrich, "The Development
of Study Skills and Work Habits in Horace Mann Lincoln School, 11
Teachers College Record, (March, 1953).
21
National Council of Teachers of English, Language
Arts for Today's Children (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,
Inc.,~54), pp. 170-171.

10

Pilgrims" with that in the encyclopedia will show pupils concretely what methods of attack each requires .

The reading of

maps, charts and diagrams · a1so need consideration in connection with references or supplementary.
The literature shows that pictures , tables and graphs
of various kinds are used as valuable aids to supplement first
hand experiences . Yet Miller 22 showed that children see few
items in a picture and that they frequently miss the main idea .
In addition to various kinds of pictorial material
children must develop concepts of time and space .

The increas-

ing emphasis on the development of space objects and experiments with these space objects calls the attention of children
to the relativity of time and space .

Ammons article presents
a very good discussion of time and space. 2 3
The elementary school must assume its share of responsibility for developing good study skills .

Robinson says,"

Without good study skills, it is futile to expect children to
succeed in high school and college . 1124 It is not necessary
to look for materials .

Use what we have .

Stories have se-

quence so that the ordering of events and the selection of
important events in a story can lay the foundation for finding
22 William A. Miller, "What Children See in Pictures,"
The Elementary School Journal, (December , 1938), 374-379 .
2 3Margaret Ammons and John I . Goodlad, "Time Space and
the Developing Child," Childhood Education (April, 1956), 280.
2
½ielen M. Ro bin son , "Development of Reading Skills,
Elementary School Journal, (February, 1958), 270 .

11

main ideas and for outlining.
Learning to study calls for more than time to see
symbols and learn to remember them.

The "quack quack" educa-

tion of the past will not suffice for the present and the future. Sartain2 5 showed that finding the main idea and its
related ideas in a series of paragraphs; outlining and summarizing are skills needed for effective study.
Gagliardo, 26 Larrick, 2 7 and Smith, 2 8 in articles written separately have emphasized the place of the parent and
teacher in developing adequate reading skills.

A broad survey

of parental interest in children's reading showed that the
greatest need felt by parents is for guidance in helping their
children enjoy reading and in finding the right books for home
reading.
A basic study skill that is usually not listed but is
an important concomitant is critical thinking.

Artley,29 and

Smith 30 say, the skill of critical thinking is the most
25
Harry W. Sartain, "How Children and Youth Learn to
Study," Educational Leadership (December, 1958), 155-160.
26
Ruth Gagliardo, "Parent and 'Yeacher-Partners in
Reading," Education Magazine, (February, 1957), 366-369.
27
Nancy Larrick A Parents Guide to Children's Reading
(New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 195'8).
28Dora V. Smith, "Developing A Love of Reading, 11 The
Reading Teacher, (April, 19 59) , 222-229.
29A. s. Artley, "Critical Reading in the Content Areas,"
Elementary English, (February, 1959), 122-130.
30Nila B. Smith, "The Good Reader Thinks Critically, 11
The Reading Teacher, (February, 1954), 160-169.
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important skill you can teach pupils .
built on other skills.

Critical thinking is

These skills are important but unless

a child grows in the power to make choices (which is essentially what critical thinking is), all the other skills combined will not meet his need as a citizen in a democracy .
Baruch says :
The failure of our educational institutions to teach
the know-how of thinking cuts to the core of the raging
controversy over so - called subversive influences in our
schools . There would be no problem of teaching our students about communism,about Buddhism, or about any other
subject, if the students learned how to think; how to
· organize all of the many aspects of a problem so it could
be seen in the whole and be free of bitterness and wishful thinking, how not to fall victim to labels which had
one meaning many y~ars ago and cannot possibly mean the
same thing today . jJ.
Comprehension is basic to learning .

The use of mental

imagery is a highly important aspect , but generally neglected
aid in developing reading .

Comprehension mental imagery is

simply the ability to use imagination to visualize (to form
mental pictures) in connection with silent reading or oral
communication . 3 2
Brueckner and Bond say , "In order to learn to read,
the child must develop a whole hierarchy of abilities .

These

skills are developed gradually as the child grows toward maturity.

A prime requisite for reading growth is maintenance

31

Bernard Baruch,
( .June 1 , 19 53) •

11

Cri ti cal Thinking, 11 Vital Speeches ,

32
.
Elizabeth H. Fennema, ''Mental Imagery and the Read t~~- ~§9~ess , " The Elementary School Journal, (February, 1959) ,

13
of balance among all the skills that are gradually developing .
An over- emphasis on any one of the skills may halt the learn-

ing in another . 33
Visual memory imagery is another aspect of mental
imagery which has special significance for comprehension in
beginning reading .

It refers to the ability to retain in
memory the visual image of something . 34
Worktype activities and exercises are necessary to
the development of good study skills .

One essential activity

is skimming)5 The enormous amount of reading that must be
done requires that the individual develop speed in gathering
the essential items .

This calls for a plethora of meanings

as well as a large vocabulary .
Hildreth states that:
Too many children go through school handicapped by
poor dictionary skills . Dictionary skills contribute
to a child ' s understanding of work meaning . The dictionary helps to pronounce words , broaden familiarity
with words and word usage , adds constantly to word
power ~id serve as a key to other information about
words . j
This chapter has presented from literature pertinent
information to the study .

The documented work represents a

majority of the sources used to secure data .
33Brueckner and Bond,

QQ .

cit . , p . 152 .

3¼ruce Bliven , "You Can Cultivate the Mind's Eye, 11
Reader's Digest, (.January , 1958) , 109-112 .
35Adams and Reese , .QQ. . cit ., p . 129 .
36i-rildreth,

Q,Q .

·t . '
fil_

p . 14o •
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Chapter III will present a discussion of three basic
study skills, namely, locating information, using general
references and visual and pictorial material.

CHAPTER III
BASIC STUDY SKILLS
Locating Information
Aims .

A child is not truly an independent reader un-

til he can locate his own resource materials .

Children in the

intermediate grades , upper elementary grades, high school and
college perfect the techniques needed to do this well .

Pri-

mary children take only a few steps in this direction .

Teach-

ers are expected to help children locate source materials and
secure information they need from the various sources before
leaving them free to work on their own .

Both, she and they,

must be confident that work will progress satisfactorily alone .
Children should become acquainted with (1) the standard reference books commonly used; (2) the purpose of the major
reference aids in simp~e books; (3) even though techniques are
often crude, there should be a growing disposition to search
through several books for specific information and sensitivity
to the appropriateness of what is read for projects on hand;

(4) primary children should be acquainted with the school or
local library although they are not likely to use the card index to locate materials for themselves .
Since these aims are directed toward the primary grades
they should know the general contents of the library comer .
Very early they should have experience with a classmade picture

16
dictionary.

By third grade, many will know how to use a

standard dictionary.

Many third graders should have had at

least casual contacts with an encyclopedia and know how to
work with standard textbooks.
Very early children learn the purpose of page numbers.

Beginners also learn to identify the title of a story.

Before long they use the table of contents to find out what
a book is about or to locate a special story.

Third graders

should be able to use a table of contents without difficulty.
Many will also have some skill in using an index.
Children begin ·this skill by noting that a basal
reader gives information that is needed for a special project,
or by spotting a new series of new and helpful pictures on the
bulletin board.
Although they will not use a card index in the library,
they need to know what help a librarian can give and they
should be disposed to turn to the library for help on special
problems.
Primary techniques of using the pictures, the title
of the story and the table of contents as major aids in locating information will not suffice in the intermediate grades.
As the child grows older and increase in structure and function it is important for the teacher to help children develop
more effective ways of locating desired information.
Among the new skills needed are:

(1) The kind of help

to be found in such books as a dictionary, an encyclopedia or

17
an Atlas, (2) gradual development of the techniques necessary
to use common resource material effectively; (3) develop the
ability to use the library .
These three aims help the intermediate grade child to
become familiar with the major functions of other types of
resources to which they might turn--textbooks, special reference books, newspapers, magazines, fictional materials built
around authentic facts .
In addition, they should begin to build standards for
evaluating such resources, to know which ones are likely to
be most helpful on current problems, to become aware of possible difficulties in using fictiti~nal material for information, to know how to interpret reports in daily papers and
magazines .
With respect to the second aim, intermediate grade
children need to feel at home with an index, particularly
with the most important aspects of cross references and subtopics .

They must build skill in determining which key words

are most likely to lead them to information on a particular
topic.

They must be effective in using alphabetical order

and guide words .

They must. be able to handle the special

study aids in their textbook-summary paragraphs, chapter and
section headings and illustrations set off in special type .
Of major importance in the location of information is
ability to use the library .

Wherever such facilities are

available, independent learners need to know how to use them

18
effectively.
card catalog .

They should know how to locate books in the
McKim states that, "While they will have little

need for complete understanding of the cataloging system, they
should know enough about the general location of materials to
be able to browse at will . 111

They should begin to identify

by name some of their favorite authors and illustrations.
Major projects involving wide reading can be carried out with
ease if it is necessary to wait for an adult to locate all
the needed materials .
Problems .

Certain problems must be recognized and

plans made to give help .

The most common problems occur in

use of the tables of content and indexes, having a knowledge
of such standard references as encyclopedias, Atlases, the
World Almanac , and using the facilities of the library and
content subjects .

Even when materials in the content fields

are chosen with the greatest of care, new terminology and
new concepts are likely to cause trouble .
In fields such as science, arithmetic, history, and
geography , there will be unfamiliar symbols and abbreviations .
There is also the joint problem of learning new meanings and
becoming able to recognize the words in print .

McKim believes

that, "It is particular important for the teacher to realize
that concepts may not be clear even though the vocabulary in
which they are phrased is not difficult .
1McKim, o-n
· t ' p . 1.5
~ · £.L.
'-t •

Even when illustrations
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are given meanings can be clouded . 112

Materials used should

be examined for ways in which maps, graphs, tables, pictures
and other illustrative aids are used .
McKim says:
If a new book is being used for the first time or a
different type of reading problem is being undertaken, it
may be helpful to take a period to work out effective
reading techniques as a group . Special uses of graphs,
maps, charts, or pictures may be noted . Time may be taken
to work through a sample reading problem together--discussing how to handle the format of the book to advantage; how
to use the maps, graphs, or pictures to help supply information; and what adjustments to make for general writing
style. As the reading proceeds difficulties with format
or illustrative materials can often be caught by watching
for evidence of misinformation occasioned by not reading
a map or graph correctly; by looking into the techniques
used by a child who says that he can't find any information; by asking children directly if they made use of a
picture or some illustrative aid; or by being alert to
partial answers that could have been better rounded out by
effective use of illustrative material.j
Children will need help to adjust reading for different
purposes.

Study skills used for story-type materials will not

suff ice for more detailed reading .

Techniques in skimming

should be modified to make th~ best possible use of paragraph
headings and topi·c sentences .

In reading fictional materials

for its factual setting , the child may have to make fine distinctions between usable information and the imaginative plot
of a story .

It is necessary to develop a change of pace .

Parallel with other problems in learning to read for

2Ibid . , p . 376 .
3Ibid . , p . 377 .
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information, children need to become increasingly skillful in
evaluating what they have read.

In part, this is selecting

appropriate information and deciding when sufficient information has been located to solve a problem or to answer a particular set of questions .

4

A detailed discussion in critical thinking will be
given in Chapter V.

The brief discussion here points it out

as a problem in get'ting information.
The task of locat'ing the right materials may be difficult.

Although they may have had experience with tables of

contents, chapter titles, and indexes in the primary grades,
immature readers in the intermediate grades may not be very
skilled in using reference aids nor may they have had many contacts with standard reference books .

They may need help to

identify the ~xact information needed using sub-topics and
cross references, determining the related topics that bear on
a problem, deciding key words to use in trying to locate the
information needed .
Another problem is note-taking and reporting .

Taking

notes from several sources and making a skillful summary requires that children at all levels in the elementary school
be given definite teaching in these areas .

McKim5

and

Tidyman and Butterfield 6 considers a clear statement of the
4rbid . ' p . 379 •

51 bid • , p • 38 3.
6Tidyman and Butterfield,

Q.£ •

·t
.£.1......,
p. 239 .
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problem an important contribution to note-taking and reporting.

Children who are reading vaguely within a general area

are not so likely to make critical evaluations of what is
read, or to be selective in their note-taking as those who
know exactly what they are looking for.
Problems in using the library can be reduced if the
child becomes acquainted with the card catalog for books and
periodicals in a gradual way.
chance. 7
Abilities needed.
have been identified.

These skills cannot be left to

Problems of locating information

How these problems will arise in par-

ticular classrooms depend upon the materials the children are
actually using.

In addition to solving the problems, three

distinct types of abilities are important in locating information.

First, the child must become sufficiently well ac-

quainted with different reference sources so that he will
know what kind of help to expect from them.

Second, he must

become increasingly familiar with the format of reference
books--alphabetical order, guide words, ways of giving cross
references, purpose of various parts of a bibliography and
the plan of a library card file.

Third, the child must also

learn how to decide what topic to look for.

Just as all

skills start very simply and gradually become more complex

?Ibid • , p • 2 4o •
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so do reference skills .

Many technical refinements may not

be learned until college or graduate school .

The teacher

needs to help the children learn whatever skills are needed
to complete a problem .

New help can be given as complicated

aspects of the skill are needed .
Auxiliary skills ·needed .

Inadequate reading skills

can block the effective location of information in many ways .
One major hinderance may be the child's general reading level .
Another related skill is that of defining exactly what
questions need answering .
A third related skill is making cri~ical evaluations .
It is important to select information that bears directly on
a problem but it is more important to state value judgments of
the information selected .
A fourth skill is the use of comprehension and visual
imagery .

Mental imagery is a highly important but generally

neglected aid in developing reading comprehension .
tion is a potent force in all learning .

Imagina-

Any technique that

develops depth of insight into a problem is likely to develop
help in developing skill in the independent location of materials .
First steps .

By the end of the third grade the chil-

dren should have become acquainted with the kinds of reference
materials .
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McKim, 8 McKee,9 and Hildreth1 0 state

that the start

is made through basal readers, supplementary books and a few
library books.

Teachers should add new types of reference

materials as soon as they feel children are ready for them.
If the entire class is not ready for a new experience, time
may be taken to work specially with the group of more skilled
readers.
Sometimes a new resource, such as an encyclopedia,
which may be used occasionally is discussed by the group as
a whole in third grade so that all know its general purposes,
and then better readers are given help as they work with it
individually.

Children may be given further help in exploring

a variety of resource materials by being encouraged to read
children's newspapers, to bring from home pictures clipped
from adult newspapers and magazines, and even to write for
pamphlets.

Much of. the child's skill will be developed in the

intermediate grades.

However, because of his experience in

primary grades he comes to this task already aware of the great
variety of material that is available to him.
Children also make strides in learning to locate materials.

Even first graders are able to use pictures and titles

of books and stories to help them locate the material they need. 11
~cKim, Q.11. cit., pp. 249-250.
9McKee, .Ql?.. cit.
lOHildreth, QJ2.. cit.
11 Ibid

-·
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McKim says:
These youngsters typically know how to find page numbers and what help to expect from a table of Jontents .
More skilled readers in second and particularly in third
grade, develop more effective techniques in hunting for
the material they need . Many will use tables of content
and some will be able to find obvious topics in an index. Often, some of the first reading periods related to
a unit are spent 1£~king through books and marking appropriate stories .
McKee says, "Children may develop simple bibliographies
by listing the titles of books and the page numbers appropriate
to their groups . 1113
Guidance for first learnings .

As the teacher works

with groups and with individuals there are opportunities to
ask what the children are using as clues to the information
they need to help them think about related topics that might
yield additional information and to demonstrate the value of
looking carefully at chapter titles and section headings .
First acquaintance with alphabetical order may come
as beginners examine the alphabet books on their library
table.

More interest is built when children begin to look at

a picture dictionary .

By second grade, charts containing

needed spelling words are sometimes put in alphabetical order .
Better readers in third grade should develop increased skill,
with the dictionary and even with the alphabetical arrangement
of the encyclopedia .
12
McKim,
1
~cKee,

QJ2. •

cit ., p . 252 .

Q.l2. .

Qii. , p . 69 .
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Intermediate steps,

At the intermediate level the

problem of the primary range should be mastered.

More dif-

ficult material present a number of new technical difficulties.

First, the informational materials are often printed

in a style distinctly different from the narrative style of
primary materials.

Section and paragraph headings, summaries,

discussions specially spaced or set up in different print,
columnar arrangement of materials and other variations in
style may aid or hinder the reader, depending upon the ease
with which he uses them.
A great many new visual aids begin to appear, particularly in materials in the various content fields.

Advanced

readers are likely to meet such visual aids as maps, graphs,
charts, pictograms, tables, and especially inserted explanations which parallel the context.

In many books the context

will not be clear unless the visual aid is properly interpreted.
Each content field has its own particular set of symbols and signs.

Although many difficulties, such as reading

chemical formulae or mathematical equations, are more typically the problems of high school readers, children in the
elementary grades must begin to interpret the numbers and terms
in a simple arithmetic problem, the diacritical and accent
marks in the dictionary.
The child who goes into high school still uncertain of
how to work out the pronounciation and meaning of an unfamiliar

;Ile I; lt., .B~a, Libl'&?'J
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word will be severely handicapped.

Technical terminology ap-

pears in increasing amounts in the materials read by intermediate grade and high school students.

In many cases, the

meaning as well as the configuration of the word is unfamiliar.
Child ren in the intermediate grades need continued help with
their word-study skills.

Among the areas in which they should

develop increased competence are (1) the ability to understand
the vocabulary of his reading material, (2) to use sound and
structural elements, (3) to develop skill in word analysis,

(4) to become thoroughly familiar with and use technical terms
and personal and place names, and (5) increased skill in using
the dictionary .
Guidance for intermediate learnings .

These learnings

should be developed through problem solving situations .
should be a real need .

There

Usually a unit of work or a simple

theme provokes the need to know.
All of the basic study skills can revolve around the
unit.

The ability to use references to locate information,

taking notes, organizing and summarizing materials should be
emphasized.

The work can be attacked by the class as a whole.

Checks can be made of progress in small groups .
Definite and systematic teaching is necessary for adequate performance .

The teacher must show as well as tell.

Many discussions are held in small groups as a means of eval.

uating the gains in learning .
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Help for immature learners.

Depending on the type

of problem the task of locating the right materials may be a
difficult one .

Al.though they may have had some experience

with tables of contents, chapter titles and indexes in the
early grades, immature readers in the intermediate grades
may not be very skilled in using these reference aids, nor
may they have had many contacts with standard reference
books.

They may also have limited ability in identifying the

exact information they need even when they have found a discussion that bears on their general problem .
· More mature learners may have trouble using sub-topics
and cross-references, determining the related topics that
might bear upon their problem or deciding which key words to
use in trying to locate the information they need .

14 gives an example of a group of children look-

McKim

ing for a list of British Colonies, started their hunt under
the word Colony .

Another group less mature, had trouble find-

ing information about Paul Revere because they looked up the
name Paul .

With immature groups, it is suggested that it is

often useful to shortcut the process by putting markers in
appropriate pages or by listing them in a bibliography on the
chalk board .

More mature learners may be given valuable ex-

perience if they are encouraged to take time at the beginning
of the work unit to skim available material and prepare their
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own bibliographies .
The first time a reference aid is used it may be advisable to plan a special lesson on how to use it .

The book

should be examined, the contents appraised and a discussion
about how to skim them quickly and how to locate specific
items of information without reading the entire book or article .
Listing pages may not be a sufficient help, particularly for immature learners, particularly if the children are
looking for the answer to a specific question in a book which
has a general discussion of a total area.

Specific practice

to polish these techniques should be of value to the mature
and i mmature learners .
Provide practice .

Providing practice in locating in-

formation should be done in the light of specific needs .

Ex-

periences with reference techniques are informal in the primary grades .

This is for the most part, a period of readiness .

Children use as effective techniques as they are able .
They may spend some group sessions discussing how to
be more efficient in finding the materials they want and they
may be given help from the teacher as they work, but they are
not likely to engage in many work- type experiences to develop
increased skill.

Later in the intermediate grades, it may be

helpful to devote both group reading activities and work-type
experiences to polishing reference skills .
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Many of the specific skills required to locate information lend themselves well to work-type activities.

The

most effective work-type activities are those that teach the
child how to use the materials in his own classroom.

Ac-

quaintance with the general contributions of different types
of reference books is best built as the child tries to use
books to solve problems.

Often the actual encyclopedia, in-

dex or table of contents that the children are using regularly, is the best source of practice.

Commercially prepared

workbook exercises and mimeographed sheets that reproduce
sample items from indexes or tables of contents are also helpful.
Since it is important for the child to think about
why he chose the book or topic he did it is particularly helpful to plan practice sessions so that there is time to discuss
procedures used, to appraise basis for choices, and to decide
where one would turn next if one does not find all the information one needs.

USING GENERAL REFERENCES
Skill in the use of the dictionary is essential if a
pupil is to become genuinely independent in reading, spelling
and writing.

A planned program is necessary.

A haphazard,

now-and-then approach will produce only haphazard results.
Values.

Dictionary skills contribute to a child's
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understanding of word meanings, helps him pronounce words,
serve as a check on correct spelling, broaden his familiarity with words and word usage, add constantly to his word
power, and serves as a key to other information about words,
for example, their origin and derivation.
Every child needs systematic training in dictionary
skills.

The more able pupil finds the dictionary a mind of

useful information not readily available elsewhere in his
reading .
Dictionary skills .

Readiness for dictionary skills

begins in the first grade .

There, pupils become acquainted

with the picture dictionary, observe the fact that two names
may begin with the same sound, and develop an awareness of
consonant letter sounds and forms .

In grades 2 and 3, vari-

ous alphabetical arrangements call attention to the idea of
sequence .
Systematic dictionary training usually begins in the
fourth grade, although some skills begin in the previous
grades.
Estimating in what part of the dictionary a word may
be found so that children do not fumble through the entire
book calls for familiarity with the alphabet .
A thumb index and guide words are additional aids
for finding words quickly in the dictionary .
Key words illustrate the sounds of the vowels in a
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word .

Key words are usually found at the bottom of the page .

They give the sounds of the vowels and their diacritical markings .
Pronunciation training begins in the fourth grade .
Pupils should lmow that a standard dictionary gives two spellings of a word .

The first spelling shows the way a word is

spelled corre ctly .

The second spelling shows how a word is

pronounced .
Training in diacritical markings begins with the long
and short vowels .

Attention should be called to the fact that

some words have more than one correct pronounciation as in the
case of tomato, either, Nevada .
Sometimes the pronounciation depends upon the use of
the word in a sentence, as in record, rebel, object and contest .
Abstract words, words with multiple meanings and word s
not in children ' s speaking vocabularies can be very troublesome unless pupils know how to unlock word meanings through
the use of the dictionary .
Systematic dictionary training in word meaning begins
in graqe four and continues throughout the grades .
The increasing number of polysyllabic words above the
third grade makes it important to introduce work in syllabication and accents in the fourth grade .

A syllable is a part

of a word in which a speech sound is heard .
has a vowel .

Every syllable
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In the upper grades pupils will find it helpful to
use the abbreviations of parts of speech as given in the dic tionary .

Pupils will most frequently use the abbreviations

for nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs .
In grade four the dictionary becomes a source of help
in teaching synonyms, antonyms and homonyms .
Betts}5 Dallman,16 and Hildrettt-7say that, training in
dictionary skills should be highly functional and closely related to the everyday reading and language needs of the pupils .

Direct systematic training is necessary until pupils

have a thorough understanding of the help a dictionary can
give.

Pupils also need sufficient practice to make them

adept at using that help .

They need to learn when to turn

to the dictionary instead of to some other source of aid .
Using the encyclopedia .
A ready source of information .
the dictionary .

This is a standard reference.
The arrangement is similar to

Skill in the use of this reference helps the

pupil to develop broad knowledge of facts and meanings .

For

best results a planned program is recomrrended .
Purpose .

Makes use of other skills gained .

This

reference helps to develop word power and increases a stock
of meanings to be used in speaking , writing, reading and
15Betts , loc ., cit.
16Dallman, loc ., cit .
17Hildreth, loc . , cit .
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listening.

The understanding which a reader takes to the

printed page will unlock the meanings intended by the author.
Every child needs systematic training in the use of
the encyclopedia for building a general background to understanding the content fields .
The skills to be developed.

Early child becomes ac-

quainted with this source before they can read.
uses the "let's find out approach."
betical sequence is needed.

The teacher

A knowledge of alpha-

The child should be able to esti-

mate in what part of the encyclopedia a reference may be found.
Since an encyclopedia is more than a single source the child
becomes familiar with volumns.

He becomes familiar with the

correct heading where the information may be found.

As infor-

mation about Paul Revere would be found under Revere and not
Paul.

How to use cross references is also learned.
The library.

Brief mention will be given to the li-

brary as a place that makes most references available .

De-

pending on the organization of the school library children may
also face problems of applying general reference techniques to
the library card file .

Children are going to need to become

acquainted with the specific types of help available in the
reference materials in their room .
Research shows that teachers have developed a variety
of ways of giving help in locating information.

The children

can enlist the librarians help in finding books on topics of

special interest .

Librarians can some times supply model
catalog card s suitable for group study. 18
Special questions based on these practice materials
can be developed in a variety of completion and short answer
forms .

As nearly as possible, they need to be representative

of the sort of questions the child will have to answer as he
uses reference material from day to day .
Another means of evaluating progress is to use a skill
chart which can be checked .

The chart in Table I gives an

overview of library skills .

The key indicates where basic in-

struction should begin and is maintained in other grades .

1

8nallman , loc . , cit .
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TABLE I
CHART OF LIBRARY SKILLS

Skill

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

How to return book
to shelf properly

B B

B

M

M

M

M

Open a book properly

B B

M

M

M

M

M

Handle a book so it is not
damaged

B

B

M

M

M

M

M

B B
B
B

M

M

M

M

M

B
B

B
B

M

M

M

M

M

M

B
B
B
B
B

M

M
M

Care Qf BQQks :

Parts of Books : Ability to understand use:
Title, author illustrator
Title page
Table of contents
Index
Introduction
Bibliography
Preface
Publisher
Glossary
Appendix
Dictionary Use:

B
B

M

M

M

M

M

B

M

B

How to Use:

Picture dictionary
Pronunciation, definitions,
marking guide words

B B
B

B

B

Library: Show increasing familiarity
with:
All library facilities
Arrangement of library books
Alphabetizing

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

M

M

TABLE I (continued)

Skill
Card catalog
Reference works (encyclopedia,
Atlas , World Almanac, subject
matter books)
Bibliographies
Cross references

KEYS:

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

B

B

B

B

B
B

B
B
B

B - Basic instruction. Repetition of the letter indicates advanced instruction
M - Maintenance of skills through review of skills and
their planned application
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USING VISUAL MATERIAL
A recent study of the geographical concepts held by
second grade children showed that their immediate environment had been extended to include much of the adult world .
Among other things , the children mentioned 20 cities, 21
states, and 20 nations or continents .

If young children to-

day already have this much information about the world, it
would seem advisable to begin map and globe study early .
Many of the skills essential to geographic understandings in
the upper grades have their foundation learnings in the lower
grades.
Importance of map skills .

The children of today who

will be adults in the year 2000 , will have, if anything, need
for competence in map skills and geographic understandings on
a vastly greater scale .

Today's children must not have to

wait until they are adults to learn the map skills that will
be basic to a full understanding of world events and possibly,
to their very survival .
Program needed .
step by step .

Competence in map skills is built

In~idental teaching of these skills will not

produce desired results .

A definite , sequential program is

necessary, beginning with very simple content, concepts and
skills in the first grade and moving steadily into higher
levels of geographic understandings .

Even high school and

college students can profit by a systematic program of map

skill training .

A grade by grade program for teaching map

skills should be set up in the school .
Map reading skills .

As a child moves into the con-

tent subjects of the intermediate grades, his concepts of
time and space expand rapidly and he has immediate needs for
good map skills .
To use a map effectively, a child must be able to
identify natural features such as rivers and lakes; man-made
features such as highways and railroads; and land shapes such
as continents .

He must know simple terms such as gulf and bay.

He must have accurate concepts of the earth, a sphere, a
hemisphere, the poles, and the equator .
The efficient map reader must be able to draw inferences from maps and globes and learn to see geographical relationships .

He must be able to comprehend geographic under-

standings as indicated by maps and globes .

He must know when

a map will best serve his purpose for locating information as
well as the different kinds of maps .
Map skills and t h e ~ -

Today, large maps of the

world are a common sight in many homes and citizens read the
morning news with an eye on the map .

The practice of linking

the news with the map is a good one, for often it is the
geography behind the news that make it significant .
map skills help in the interpretation of the news:

These
(1) Map
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symbols:

Symbols are a kind of map shorthand .

Pupils should

learn to use keys and legends to interpret a map .
tion:

(2) Direc-

A sense of direction is necessary in order to locate

oneself with respect to the news of the world .
Every news event happens somewhere .

(3) Location:

An awareness of world

wide geographic conditions enables the news reader to pin-

(4) Natural features:

point the location of the news at once .

The news frequently involves natural features, land forms,
water forms and surface features .

(5) Cultural features: Cul -

tural features are invariably a part of important news happenings .

It becomes important, therefore to be able to identify

man-made cultural features as represented on maps (cities,
transportation, facilities, industries) .
Distance is a factor in the news .

(6) Measurement ~

The scale of miles, lati-

tude and longitude , the equator , and the pri~ meridian are
significant to the alert news reader .

(7) Grid:

The grid

helps the reader visualize the global location of the news .
No informed reader today can afford to be uninformed about
the poles, the Artie and the Antarctic Circles, and the tropical areas of our globe .
PICTURES, TABLES AND GRAPHS
Pictures .

Pictures are valuable for supplementing

first-hand information .

They may help to clarify concepts .

Several studies show that observation and interpretation of
pictures cannot be assumed .

Picture reading is an ability

4o
that needs guidance and training on higher levels .

Too often ,

mere observation of a picture may constitute the two lowest
levels of picture reading--merely naming the obje cts seen in
the picture or telling what is happening in the picture . 1 9
Children need guidance to "read" pictures on a higher
interpretative level .

The teacher will aid pupils to use the

clues in the illustrations to anticipate time , place, characters, mood and action .

The teacher ' s questions will help pu-

pils to do some of these things :

(1) To anticipate what has

happened just before the picture ; (2) to infer time of day or
year; (3) to imagine what a person is saying, thinking, or
feeling; (4) to reason from cause to effect; and ( 5) to make
predictions .
Tables .

This is the simplest and easiest form of

quantitative comparison.
in grade three .

Table reading should be introduced

Children should not only read tables but

they should participate in making them .
Graphs .

Graphs are simple pictorial devices for ex-

pressing abstract ideas or the comparison of numbers in such
a way that they become meaningful at a glance .

Graphs are

very helpful , for example , in visualizing comparative crop
production statisti c s , population

rowth , or highway construc-

tion figures .

l9Miller ,

.Q.:Q. .

cit ., pp . 280- 288 .
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Box graphs are the easiest graphs to prepare, understand, and interpret.
in grade three.

Simple box graphs can be introduced

Pictorial an~ geometric bar graphs rank

next in difficulty .

These graphs should be introduced in

grade five, and taught through grade twelve.
among the most useful of all graphs.

Line graphs are

They can profitably be

introduced at grade six level and should be maintained through
grade twelve .

Circle graphs are the most difficult of all

graphs to interpret.

They should not be introduced before

grade seven .
The chart below may be used as a check list or guide
in developing certain important geographic skills.

With

slight modification this can be used to measure progress .
TABLE II
GLOBE AND MAP READING SKILLS

4-6

7-8

H.S.

B

M

M

Position of a country or state with
reference to surrounding countries,
bodies of water, islands

B

M

M

Major regions of a country

B

B

M

Position with reference to lines of
latitude (Gr. 5) and longitude
(Gr. 6), equator (Gr. 4)

B

B

M

Directions: North, South, East, West,
Upstream, downstream , slope of land

B

M

M

Skills

Grade

Location
Size and shape of continents,
oceans, seas
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TABLE II (continued)

4-6

7-8

H.S.

B

M

M

Water Forms-- oceans, lakes, gulfs,
bays, seas, river systems, deltas

B

M

M

Surface Features--mountains, plains,
plateaus, valleys, deserts, lowlands

B

B

M

Cultural Features
Cities, towns, railroads, canals, air
routes, boundaries, crops, industries

B

B

M

Measurements: Scale of miles (Gr. 5)
equator (Gr. 4) and prime meridian as
measurement lines translating degrees
of latitude into miles and degrees of
longitude into time

B

B

M

Grid: Equator, North Pole, South Pole,
Artie Circle, Antartic Circle, Tropic
of Cancer, Tropic of Capricorn, Great
Circle routes, meridians, parallels

B

B

M

Box Graph - start in third grade

B

M

M

Bar Graph - (geometric and pictorial)
start in grade five

B

M

M

Line Graph - start in grade six

B

M

M

B

M

B

M

Grade

Skills
Natural Features
Land forms--continents , countries,
islands, peninsulas , isthmuses

Graph Reading Skills

Circle Graph - start in grade seven
Skills in Interpreting Tables
Ability to read and interpret various
types of tables

B

TABLE II (continued)

4-6

7-8

Observing natural items, cultural items,
identifying landscape with name of region

B

B

M

Seeing relationships between natural and
cultural items

B

B

M

B

M

M

B

B

M

Skills

Grade

H.S .

Picture Reading Skills

Kinds of Maps
Physical Political Maps of United States
(Gr. 5)
Physical Political Map of N. A. (Gr.

5)

Distribution dot map for crops, rainfall,
population (Gr. 5)
World Physical Political Map (Gr.

5)

B
B

A physical political globe

B

B

M

Large scale maps of cities and special
areas (Gr. 6)

B

B

M

Physical political maps of continents and
countries studied (Gr. 6)

B

M

World pattern maps (Gr. 7)
Climatic regions
Population density per square mile
Vegetation, exports, imports
Ocean routes and ocean currents
World wind belts

B

M

Topographic Map
Polar Map

B

B

B

B

KEYS:

B - Basic instruction. Repetition of the letter indicates advanced instruction.
M - Maintenance of skills.
planned application.

Review of skills and their

Guidance.

The intermediate grades should not be

rushed into making graphs as an entire class.

Learning to

read and to interpret graphs is far more important than is
learning to make them .

The more able pupils may find the

making of tables and graphs challenging but it is not a wise
use of time even for them, to spend much time making graphs .
This chapter has given a discussion of study skills .
Included were the aims, the problems, abilities needed, the
auxiliary skills, first steps in teaching and learning the
skills, guidance necessary for first learnings, intermediate
steps, guidance for intermediate learnings, help for immature
learners, and practice for locating information .
general reference skills :

Second, the

their values, dictionary skills,

using the encyclopedia, its purpose, the skills to be developed, the library and a check list chart of library skills.
Third, using visual materials:

the program needed, map read-

ing skills, map reading skills and the news, pictures, tables
and graphs, and a check list for skill development and grade
placement .
A discussion of research skills such as selecting a
topic, sub-topics, problems and questions, the contribution
of language activities, such as (1) making records and charts,
(2) preparing problems, questions, (3) writing notes, preparing bibliographies and indexes will make up the content of
Chapter IV.

CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH SKILLS
Nature of research skills .

Practically all research-

ers in language arts have written on development of research
in the elementary school . Dawson1 stresses the basic standards to be considered in developing the ability to write reports.

They should be centered around the ideas to be ex-

pressed.

The reporter- to- be nru.st learn the techniques of

reading and research that will aid him in locating materials,
to appraise and select pertinent facts, to make accurate, orderly notes, and to master the facts for proper organization .
Tidyman and Butterfield 2 devote one full chapter to
the study of research .

Among the items to be taught, McKim3

includes note - taking , the use of references and making bibliographies in skills for elementary children .

Tidyman and

Butterfield present 4 the activity in the form of problem solving and outlines the customary problem solving procedure, that
of setting up a topic , problem , or selecting a subject that
may be used for the study as a significant area of the curriculum.

The subject nru.st be broken down into significant sub-

topics, problems or questions .
1

York:

Available information should

Martha Dawson , Teaching Language in the Grades
World Book Company , 1951), pp . 42- 43 .
2
Tidyman and Butterfield, Q.ll . cit . , p . 49 .
3McKim, Q.!2. . cit . , p . 59 .
½idyman and Butterfield , QJl . cit ., p . 50 .

(New
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be located .
The information should be gathered from several
sources and finally organized into coherent orderly wholes .
These items represent a logical series of steps used in the
series of any problem .

They require many years of training

cons isting of work on the specific abilities and skills which
are the constituent elements of the total mature performance .
Selecting
great i mportance .

a

topic .

Selection of a subject is of

Sometimes subjects are assigned by an in-

struct or; sometimes work in a special subject - matt e r area or
unit of work will specify a topic .

Topics arise almost of

themselves when a student is mentally excited by things he
sees or hears or reads .

The world is full of intellectually

stimulating matters and the student looking for a topic can
find it in a novel , a newspaper, a magazine, or even on his
front door step .
If the student is interested , there is no topic which
will n ot prove rewarding , but certain topics are better than
othe rs .

The popular topic has great advantage over one about

which people are apathetic .
Another important consideration is whether the topic
lends itself to amateur treatment or professional treatment .
The amateur is not restricted .

Almost any of the activities,

experiences or experiments are fit subjects for evaluation .
Contribution of language training .

Language training
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makes a definite contribution to informational phases of
school work .

One secures information by reading, observing,

and listening .

Efficient study depends upon the ability to

get information by means of these chief methods .

It depends

more specifically upon the abilities to understand what is
read, seen, and heard .

Good reading, observing and listen-

ing involve more than passive uncritical absorption or comprehension .

They require powers of selectivity, evaluation,

interpretation, application, organization and summarization-active processes of thinking .
Making records and charts .

Records and charts are

means of compiling, organizing and presenting the factual
phases of school work .

These may be put in the form of a

unified paragraph, log or diary, or in the form of a table,
chart, or graph .

The nature of the material and the prefer-

ence of the writer determine the forms used .
One of the study- research report forms that appears
early in the grades is the "experience chart .

11

It is devel-

oped as a report of an observation or field trip .

In the

early grades it is a source of easy reading material .
Because the chart is primarily informational, basic
concern focuses upon its accuracy , reliability, and conciseness.

Conciseness, clarity and accuracy require the selection

of precise and appropriate words and expressions .
A tabular chart is a brief catalog of essential
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information about selec ted key items , showing comparisons,
relationships and time .

Numerous uses of this chart are

found in grade one through eight .
A diary .

This is a form of writing activity that

may be reasonably considered under the general heading of
study and research activities when it relates closely to
some phase of school work .

A class as young as the kinder-

garten may record in diary form significant experiences such
as building a post office , caring for a pet, or observations
of animals or plants .
Problems and questions .

In a beginning study of any

large informational area of the curriculum, it is necessary
to set up as a goal , an important theme, principle, or generalization and second , to break it down into sub-problems or
topics to provide a basis for systematic study including
gathering and recording information .

In the lower primary

grades the teacher assumes the major responsibility for these
activities .

As the child increases in maturity and under-

standing he assumes increasing responsibility for these activities.
A requisite for logically listing topic is some basic
knowledge of the area, a sense of importance of details and
their relationship to the main problem, and the ability to
formulate questions and statements in clear thought-provoking
language.
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Writing notes.

Note-taking requires the judicious

selection of material relating to a topic on the basis of
pertinency and validity.

To recognize important material

and to report accurately and concisely are important aspects.
Statements may be quoted verbatim as facts, opinions, principles and conclusions; or the content may be expressed in
the pupil's own words.
McKim says, 11 Wri tten expression is not easy for all
primary children, and note-taking is a demanding task.

The

thrill of finding needed information should not be spoiled by
too difficult assignment to write it down. 115 There are many
opportunities in on-going classroom activities for note-taking.
McKim further states _that, "Formal training should
begin at third grade; informal training before third grade. 116
Studies show that the most prevalent problem in notetaking is that of copying material from the reference text
word by word.

Often the cause lies either in the difficulty

of the material which may be so far beyond the child's level
of comprehension that he is unable to state in his own words
what he reads, or his limited ability in self-expression
which makes it difficult for the child to rephrase the material even though it has been understood.7

5McKim, loc. cit., p. 78.
6 Ibid.

7Ibid., p., ·80.
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Too general assignment may also lead to copying , es pecially if the information related to the area on which the
child is to report clearly meets his need without change .
Copying can be discouraged by specific questions
phrased in the child ' s words .
Indexes and bibliographies .

Specific book indexes

and general indexes are sources for gathering information or
collecting data .

Bibliographic references and lists of ref-

erences may be used .
raphy for the report .

The writer may make an index and bibliogMost reports carry a table of contents

and bibliography and omit the index .
McKee says that , "A child in t he elementary school
should be taught how to properly record such bibliographic materials as books and magazines . 118
This chapter has presented a discussion of activities
needed to develop skill in abilities for research .

Material

for this discussion was chosen from Dawson, Tidyman and
Butterfield , and McKee and McKim .
The nature of research is problem solving .

It con-

sists mainly of selecting a topic, and breaking it down into
sub- topics or questions .
The information should be gathered from several
sources and finally organized into a coherent orderly whole .

~cKee ,

Qll . tl.:t, . ,

p . 80 .

Language training makes a definite contribution to
the informational phases of school work.

The language activ-

ities consist of (1) making records and charts, (2) preparing
problems and questions, (3) writing notes and summaries, and

(4) preparing indexes and bibliographies .
The following chapter will discuss related skills,
such as skills needed for listening--the importance of listening, how to improve listening, listening experiences; comprehension and imagery, visual memory imagery; critical thinking
skills--need for critical thinking, obstacles to critical
thinking, steps in critical thinking; organizational skills-outlining, summarizing and lists, and the use of a skill
check list for evaluation .

CHAPTER V
RELATED SKILLS
Listening
Research findings give us an alarming picture of the
general inefficiency with which the average person listens.
Listening tests at the University of Minnesota show that at
the close of a talk, the average listener remembers only about

50 percent of what he has heard.
call only about

Two months later he can re-

25 percent of that same talk.

This is a high

percentage of listening loss, in a world that depends heavily
on oral communication in every walk of life.
Nichols and Stevens say, "The eye has been the favored
child in education while the ear has been left to shift for
itself, and the neglected ear functions poorly in a world where
it is forced to work over time. rrl
Listening is a complex composite of many factors: hearing acuity; auditory perception--that is, the ability to hear
likenesses and differences in sounds; purpose; attitude; attention; experience ; and training.
Importance of listening.

Good listening habits are

important for efficient learning whether in learning to read
in the first grade or in listening to lectures in college.
1
Ralph G. Nichols and Leonard A. Stevens, Are You
Listening? (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1958), p. 9.
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Schools · must be concerned with listening skills because poor listening costs them time ; habits have a lot to do
with inattention, poor comprehension and poor recall .
Business firms are interested in listening skills because poor listening costs them time and money.

Many failures

in school and in the business world can be traced directly to
half listening .
Need for improving listening .
is sub ject to improvement .

Listening as other skills

More than twenty colleges and uni-

versities now offer courses in listening improvement on the
adult level .

Many elementary schools make training in listening

an integral part of their language arts program.
listening are appearing in courses of study .

Sections on

Major industries

have set up their own training programs designed to improve
their e mployee's listening abilities .
Kinds of listening .

We listen for many reasons for

many kinds of reaction: for enjoyment , for appreciation, for
information, for directions , to participate in conversation, to
contribute to discussion , to discriminate between sounds, to
follow a sequence of ideas, to think critically .

The kind of

listening one does is determined by his purpose, motivation,
experience , and training.

Effective listening is a combina-

tion of different kinds of listening .
PurposefUl accurate listening is emphasized when listening for directions , to answer questions, to follow the
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thread of a story, to recall what has been said, to hear likenesses and differences in sounds.
Critical listening is called for when one listens in
order to weigh values, to distinguish between fact and opinion,
to draw inferences, to make generalizations, or to question a
speaker's interpretation of a passage.
Appreciative listening becomes important for the enjoymen t of stories, poems, plays, music, in understanding the
effect of voice and phrasing, and in the interpretation of mood,
feeling or tone of a story or poem.
Creative listening is done when the child's imagination
is s t irred by what he hears so that he creates out of it something new and delightful in art, music, poetry, or dramatics or
mental i magery. 2
No clear-cut lines separate these different kinds of
listen ing.

They all overlap.

All listening should be purpose-

ful, but there are degrees of emphasis on the kind and quality
of listening one does.
How to improve listening.

Herrick3 and Hampleman and

others 4 say, every part of the daily program can .be used to upgrade pupils' listening habits and skills.

Teach listening

2
Education Magazine, (January, 1955).
3
virgil E. Herrick and Leland B. Jacobs, Children and
the Language Arts (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955)-.½tichard s. Hampleman and others, "Listening and Reading Comprehension," Elementary English, (January, 1958), 49-53.
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both directly and indirectly.

The teacher can show pupils

(1) the connection between listening and learning.

Listening

skills are closely related to reading skill and to spelling
through auditory discrimination, phonics and meaning.

Good

listening skills make all learning easier and build selfconfidence .
A good listener listens actively, seeing ways to associate what he is hearing with what he already knows.

Active

listening is important for retention.
Have an important purpose for listening.

That purpose

may be, to follow instructions, to give directions, to understand an assignment, to find the main idea, to enjoy a record,
to draw inferences , to detect likenesses and differences in
sounds, to visualize, to answer questions.
In cooperation with the pupils, work out standards for
good listening behavior (attention, courtesy, quiet).

Post

the standards and refer to them often enough to make them
functional .
Listening experiences.
sound.

Children live in a world of

Use those sounds to give children listening experiences.

They are not ready for reading until they have developed an
"ear for sound."
such as these:

Develop sound-consciousness by experiences
Listen to traffic which is heard but not seen.

Identify passenger car sounds or truck sounds.
way a car is going by the sound it makes.

Decide which

Take children on
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listening trips.

Use action games in which younger children

must listen in order to follow the action described.
ample,

11

For ex-

Buffy Bear was walking," (children pretend to walk)

in the woods one day.

He looked for food, (children shade

eyes and look about them).

He stretched himself tall to reach

some berries. He ate the berries.
Arrange trn names of the pupils in pairs.
that sound alike together.

Put those

Read the names in pairs.

Have pu-

pils close their eyes and nod their heads, yes or no, according to whether the names begin with the same letter, (BobbyBilly), (Sue-Carrol), (Mary-Perry).
Pronounce words that begin with the same consonant, together with one that begins with a different consonant, (ball,
broom, train).
Read poetry, rhymes, and jingles to children.

Let them

repeat the words that rhyme.
Give specific directions for children to follow.

For

example, straighten the books on the library table, check the
floor for any litter, and sharpen your pencil.
Have two pupils describe the same incident, (an exciting play in a ball game, a school ground incident, an assembly
program feature) without either child knowing what the other
has said.

Have the class listen to what is said.

Compare the

two versions of what happened.
Point up the importance of careful listening by having
one pupil read a short news item to another pupil.

The second

child repeats the item to a third one, and so on.

When the

fifth or sixth child has heard the news, have him repeat it
to the entire class.

Reread the news i tern to find any in-

accuracies in listening to it.

COMPREHENSION AND IMAGERY
Mental imagery is simply the ability to use the imagination to visualize (to form mental pictures) in connection
with silent reading or oral communication.

Fennema states

that, "Mental imagery, or visualization helps children visualize details as they read.

Children vary greatly in their

ability to visualize but with training, visualization can be
developed to a high degree. 11 5
Psychologists tell us that the imagination can only
picture that which has entered the mind in some form or other.
A broad experience background, then, and training in observation are essential for the development of rich mental imagery.
Children must learn to form clear mental pictures in response
to sensory impressions.

They must learn to see, hear, taste,

feel, and smell the sensations produced by descriptive words.
To develop mental imagery--the minds eye, use picture
stories, poems, rhymes, descriptive words, sounds and scenes
that convey vivid mental pictures, stimulate the imagination,
and sharpen anticipation.

5Fennema, 1--2.£..

·t '
£.L_.

p•

59 •
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Constructive imagination is exceptionally important
in reading the descriptive matter in content subjects.

To

comprehend subject matter fully, the pupil must visualize as
he reads, forming clear and definite mental pictures corresponding to the facts and details given in the topic. 6
As he reads the news story, "Church bells rang! Boat
whistles blew loudly!

Sirens screamed! Fireworks crackled

and burst into bright-colored flashes," a child should, in
his imagination, hear the noises, smell the powder and~
the brilliant colors of the fireworks.
VISUAL MEMORY IMAGERY
Visual memory imagery is another aspect of mental
imagery which has special significance for comprehension. It
refers to the ability to retain in memory the visual image of
something.
ability.

The newer findings are placing emphasis upon this
A child cannot learn to read without this skill.

The development of visual memory imagery has been much
neglected due to general unawareness of its importance and to
a lack of suitable materials with which to give such training.
The first exercises in visual memory imagery should be
very simple .

They should be graduated in difficulty, to de-

velop the po~rer to recall from memory .

Looking at several dif-

ferent pictures one may te removed and the child asked to tell
~1onroe, loc . cit., p . 79 .
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which one was removed.

Or have children observe a drawing.

Then have the children to close their eyes.
the house .

Add something to

Let the children open their eyes and tell what

has been added.
As children progress in their ability to recall from
memory they should be given exercises in which the teacher
flashes cards showing various forms.

The child looks at the

card then reproduces the form on the card from memory.
Gradually, more difficult exercises are given to promote recall of pictures , geometric forms, letters, nonsense
syllables, and words .

The order of difficulty is an essen-

tial element in the effectiveness of exercises for the development of visual memory imagery.
CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS
The skill of critical thinking is one of the most important skills you can teach pupils.
based on other skills.

Critical thinking is

These skills are important, but unless

a c hild grows in the power to make imformed, intelligent
choices all the other skills combined will not meet his needs
as a citizen in a democracy.
To do critical thinking, children must be able to define a problem clearly; locate, select and organize information; evaluate evidence; weigh sources; compare points of view;
make inferenees; draw conclusio~s; generalize; accept, reject;
or hold in abeyance facts, ideas and concepts in the consideration
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of a problem .
Need for critical thinking.

In everything they do

children have a need for critical thinking .

How much of such

thinking they can do and the quality of it, depends upon their
mental maturity, general intelligence, interests, experiences
and training in thinking .

Children of all levels of intelli-

gence can do far more critical thinking than vre realize .
The child is constantly making choices in his out-ofschool life .

Shall I take the bus or walk to the movie?

Buy

a football or a flashlight?
In working out the day's assignment in the classroom
critical thinking must be applied .

What information do we

need to work out this problem in transportation?

Which shall

I do first, arithmetic or spelling?
Obstacles to critical thinking .
can hamper critical thinking .

Any number of things

For example, poor language

facility, curbed or neglected curiosity, an authoritarian environment, lack of information or facts , lack of direct teaching in critical thinki ng .
A child may have a problem but be unable to formulate
it clearly because he lacks the vocabulary necessary to express his ideas .

He needs help in vocabulary development and

in expression of ideas .
A child ' s normal desire to seek answers to questions
can be killed by ridicule , by disapproval of a differing point
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of view, or by refusal to help him find answers to his questions.

Curiosity should be encouraged.
Many adults have a tendency to make decisions for

children and to answer their questions without giving them an
opportunity to apply c ritical thinking to problems .

Just

thinking through the merits of saving oners allowance for a
bicycle or spending it for a ball and bat is an exercise in
critical thinking .
Children cannot think well when they like reliable information with which to think.

School work based on super-

ficial information and half truths leads to false conclusions,
costly Mistakes, or even outright failure.
facts has sometimes been discredited.

The acquisition of

Facts are basic to all

critical thinking .
Failure to challenge pupils' interests and capacities;
failure to go beyond literal facts into the interpretation of
facts hampers critical thinking .

Direct teaching of critical

thinking is needed .
Steps in critical thinking .
veloped by a series o~ steps .

Critical thinking is de-

Any child can improve in his

ability to think his way through a problem if he has sufficient training in following these steps .
A well defined problem is clear , definite , limited in
scope and specific in objectives .
planes refueled in the air?"

For example, "How are jet

Not, "How are jets refueled?"
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Once a problem is clearly defined, we may know what
kinds of information to look for.
direct or indirect experiences.

Information may come from
Books, magazines, newspapers,

maps, graphs, collections, pictures, printed records, trips,
museums, people--all these are potential sources of information.

When information has been gathered, it is examined to

find items pertinent to the solution of the problem
The information gathered may be a hodge podge until it
is organized into its main ideas with their supporting facts.
When these main ideas are placed in sequence, the pupil can
see their relation to the main problem.
In evaluating the material the pupil sifts and classifies it and tries to find out what each bit of information is
worth in the solution of his problem.

He learns to examine

it with an inquiring attitude.
In comparing ideas and in forming judgments, the pupil is doing a high level of critical thinking .

In learning

to check his sources of information, he is learning to document his evidence .
Before drawing conclusions, pupils should be able to
relate facts to each other, to see cause and effect relationships and to weigh evidence.
Care should be exercised in teaching children how to
draw conclusions.

Conclusions must go beyond the evidence;

they must not include wishful thinking or personal preferences;
and they must relate directly to the problem as stated.
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Skill in critical thinking should lead to intelligent
action.

If children are making better choices, if they are

applying critical thinking to their everyday problems, they
are growing in one of the most important skills they can learn .

ORGANIZATION SKILLS
Sartain? and Robinson 8 discuss the responsibility for
inculcating good study skills in children .

Unless elementary

pupils have a foundation in study skills it is futile to expect them to · succeed in the more difficult study demands in
high school and college .
Organization skills are fundamental to all good study
skills .

Organized information enables a pupil to see what he

has collected in his notetaking.

Until he can organize his

informat ion, those notes tend to remain a hodge-podge of the
important and the unimportant , the related and the unrelated,
the essential and the non- essential .
Skill in organizing material aids comprehension and
retention in reading , promotes oral and written expression ,
and good study habits .

Outlining and summarizing are two of

the most important organization skills for elementary pupils .
Outlining .

Learning to outline means learning to or-

ganize information in sequ ence and in importance .

7sartain , loc ., cit .
8
Robinson , loc . ,

lli •

To develop
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skill in outlining a child must be able to follow the order
of events, to ch~ose the main idea in a paragraph , to associate related ideas, and to express those ideas tersely and
clearly.
Even primary children can learn the first steps in
outlining by means of pictures.

Robinson says, "Picture sto-

ries help children understand the sequence of ideas .

Listen-

ing to a story, arranging the pictures in the order of the
story events, and retelling the story show pupils that story
events have order and sequence. 11 9
When children listen to a story tha~ has dramatic
episodes they are engaging in step two.
of these episodes and label each.
under the pictures .

They draw pictures

The titles are written

The teacher will write the titles on the

chalkboard in a one - step outline form , using Roman numerals
to indicate their sequence .
The use of oral and wri~ten reports in the content
subjects makes more advanced outlining skills necessary in the
intermediate grades .
The way a book is organized into chapter titles and
subtitles offers a practical illustration of some of the next
steps in outlining .

Chapter headings alone make a simple out-

line of the book.
Finding the main idea and its related ideas in a series

9 Ibid . , p . 270 .
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of paragraphs is a familiar reading skill .
At first, pupils should work as a group with the
teacher in learning to outline.

Group planning with a vari-

ety of class projects lends itself well to understanding the
steps in outlining.
Summarizing .

Summaries provide a quick review of im-

portant points or significant information .

Summaries found

in their textbooks or a synopsis of a continued story illustrate this particular organization skill.

After pupils have

learned to make two-step outlines, teach them to make a concise summary by bringing together all the main ideas given in
an outline .
Lists .

Lists are another kind of summary .

They are

similar to the outline in form, but simpler in organization.
Lists are needed for various purposes.

Items may be listed

for materials needed in activities of various kinds; for information, for trips, for contents of first - aid kit, checklists for standards of achievement .
EVALUATION
Jhat is the extent of values gained?
ous ways of measuring progress .

There are vari-

There are standardized tests,

objective or paper and pencil tests , and direct observation .
In measuring the values of teaching and learning in the skills
discussed in this study, the following characteristics should

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY OF INFORMATION
This study collected information first,concerning the
basic study skills, such as locating information, using general references, using pict·orial and graphic materials .

Sec-

ond, a discussion of research abilities, namely, the selection
of a topic, developing subtopics, problems, and questions;
language activities, such as (1) making records and charts (2)
preparing problems questions, (3) writing notes and summaries,

(4) preparing indexes and bibliographies .

Third, a discussion

of related skills, (1) listening, (2) comprehension and imagery,

(3) visual memory imagery , (4) critical thinking skills, and
(5) organizational skills .
Research presents an alarming picture of the general
efficiency of students in the use of these skills .
dren are handicapped at all levels of learning.

Many chil-

Basic train-

ing in the use of these skills should be given in the early
grades and maintained in each succeeding grade .
be provided for immature learners .

Help should

In most cases, the day to

day occurrences in the neighborhood environment, and the ongoing-classroom activities furnish materials and experiences
needed for teaching .
The child today cannot succeed with the skills that
were given to the child of yesterday .

Yet the opportunity
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and time that the former teacher had was less limited than
her successor of today.
Because of the absence of television , radio and movies, the competition was also less with our predessors .

Yet

need for these skills is greater today than ever before .

CONCLUSIONS
Every teacher should know the skills to be taught and
should be familiar with instructional procedures for teaching
them .

The instructions should be paced so that learning is

feasible and immature learners get the help they need to
achieve their level of expectancy.
Visual, pictorial and graphic material should be available so that this does not degenerate to a "talking about"
procedure .
Evaluation should be specially directed toward the
several abilities .
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be considered: (1) Rate of response, (2) accuracy, (3) quality, (4) altitude or level of development, (5) area of experience or range of ability, and (6) methods of thinking and
performance. 10
The rate of work is a valuable index of skill and control of a particular function .
freedom from error .
nations.

Accuracy is synonymous with

Rate and accuracy occur in various combi-

The general merit or quality of performance can most

appropriately be determined by comparison.

The altitude of

ability is measured by the height or level of difficulty of
the tasks which the individual can perform successfully.

The

skil ls presented in this study offer a wide range in the difficulty of the tasks .

Breadth of learning at each general level

should be considered .
In evaluating any performance an important factor is
the merit of methods of work and the efficiency of thought
processes that the learner employs .

A pupil's achievement

often is lower than it should be because of inefficiency in
work habits and study skills .
The instrument that can be used for evaluation of
skills in this study is the Iowa Every-Pupil Tests of Basic
Skills .

This test was used in the writer's school .

A check

list with implications for grade placement is shown in
Table III .
10

Brueckner and Bond,

Ql2..

cit., pp . 17-20 .

TABLE III

I
STUDY SKILLS
Grade Levels
7-9 10-12

4-6
Location skills: Ability to find information on a problem by use of:
Parts of a book: index, table of contents

X

X

X

Card catalog

X

X

X

X

X

Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature
Reference works : dictionaries, encyclopedias

X

X

X

Bibliographies

X

X

X

Maps, graph, table , picture reading

X

X

X

Newspapers and magazines

X

X

X

Radio, television , films, slides

X

X

X

Direct and vicarious experiences, interviews

X

X

X

Visualization, sensory impressions

X

X

X

Word meanings and word recognition
skills

X

X

X

Selecting important literal facts
from content

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Comprehension skills: Ability to acquire
information through:

Giving the general significance or
meaning of the entire article
Reading of maps, graphs, tables, and
pictures

X
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TABLE III (continued)
Grade Levels
4-6 7-9 10-12
Organization skills: Ability to organize
information for various purposes
Skimming

X

X

X

Outlining

X

X

X

Summarizing

X

X

X

Finding the main idea in each paragraph

X

X

X

Selecting main heads and sub-heads

X

X

X

Classifying information--listing items

X

X

Arranging related items in sequence

X

X

X

Taking notes

X

X

X

Preparing reports with documentation

X

X

X

Relating content to one's experience

X

X

X

Making comparisons

X

X

X

X

X

Interpretation skills:
deeper meanings by:

Ability to find

Drawing conclusions
Seeing relationships: likenesses and
differences , cause and effect

X

X

X

Drawing inferences

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Evaluating the content for authenticity
Making generalizations

X
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TABLE III

continued)
Grade Levels

4-6

7-9

10-12

Recall of important facts and main
ideas

X

X

X

Visualization of sensory impressions

X

X

X

Re-reaoing for details

X

X

X

Retention skills: Ability to remember
important facts and ideas by:
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